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(Spirit helper speaking: ) I am the guardian of the thoughts and minds of those there in your home. 

Each one has their own personal guards of their thoughts, for the world revolves around thoughts, 

so all must be monitored and guarded well, or allowed, according to the will of the Perfect 

Redeemer. But I am also like a coordinator and help you all to navigate through life and link thoughts 

here and there, and wend you all this way and that way.  

I get my orders from top command, for with disciples of Jesus all must march and move forward 

according to perfect plan. All must be done in decency and in order. For one day you will sit with 

Christ in His kingdom, at the table of the King, and you will want to have the testimony written with 

your life, that He has done all things well. 

So, in order for this to come about, I, and others ordered in the fashion like me, must closely monitor 

all the thoughts and intentions and dreams and desires, and move you all along according to course. 

So if there is something going on that you are not quite sure about, or think it’s leading you off the 

course in some way, ask. And either something should be changed—something that you might need 

to be involved in—or you’ll get the peace and faith that all will wend rightly, and all is fine.  

Call me “Connect” or for that is what I do primarily, in so many ways, here and there, with this and 

that, and I am always, always keeping my connection to Paradise and the realm of the Redeemer 

very secure and strong. Or call me “Connectshun” for I do both, draw together and draw away 

(shun)—I direct the “thinking” angels that each person has, to do so, as I have the constant overall 

plan for the way you are to be led. 

 


